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About This Game

100 tricky levels to solve “One Hundred Ways” to achieve it!

The goal - make the ball reach its goal. Sounds simple - but it's not! To solve the levels, there are you will need to use some of
the tools available to you. Sometimes you are going to need to think outside the box to overcome that really tricky obstacle. In

December 2015 the game got a 15 level upgrade for more fun!

Features

100 levels for maximum fun & challenging gaming

Plus 15 level for more fun, released in December 2015

10 tutorial levels

Modern interface

Over 30 tools that make it either more difficult or easier for the ball to reach its goal

Great difficult progression
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Real time 3D-Isometric view

Steam Trading Cards
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Ok, let`s see, this is not an angry NO because I would say it is fairly priced, more of a disappointed NO, but it can improve since
most negatives aspects are balance an AI, not the underlying core mechanics

SHORT VERSION: go and buy CAPITALISM 2, it is an actual challenge, has better AI, better balance, good enough interface
(!), marketing and advertising actually matter, R&D is better handled, CEO pick matters, stock market matters, etc., you get the
picture...

LONGER VERSION:

- This is not a simulation nor really even a game, this is a "supply chain demonstrator", there is no challenge, there is really no
way you can loose if you are half way competent and can do basic math, like 2 is more than 1, that`s enough

- In this game it is impossible to over expand, there is no risk involved your decisions, to go full vertical integrations is always
the right decisions, no matter what

- The AI is close to no existent, a maximum of 4 competitors can be on your map and they basically do nothing but sell a couple
of products on and on, this means no competition which means no price war which means insane profits (100% markup is easy
to achieve) which, again, means no risks

- The stock market and marketing are there but you can ignore them, the same is true for Banks and loans, you won`t need them,
it at least gives me hope they can tweak the balance and change this, since the mechanics are already there

- R&D is just "time", there`s nothing else involved (other than the setup money costs), no experience gained, no specialization,
nothing, your R&D guys can crack any problem equally and with ease given a little time, your company can do anything and
everything at once, from drilling oil to manufacture cell phones, which means it has no personality an, again, no risk involved in
doing something new an unknown

- There`s almost no mechanic dealing with retail, I guess given the title of the game it is not the focus of it, but maybe a couple
of options here and there wouldn`t hurt, like should you invest in your own retail chain or not

- You pick a CEO at the start and, as far as I can tell, you are stuck with him forever at no cost, salary or anything else is not
discussed or negotiated

- The UI is not terrible but is lacking obvious options, like the ability to store building profiles to copy and paste into new
buildings and not having to setup everything manually every time

Overall, my main criticism it there is no risk built into any decision in this game, it is just there to show how a supply chain
works at a very basic level

It is somewhat sad that CAPITALISM 2 is still the standard after this many years, I guess there is not much market for
economic simulators

On the positive side, the art and sound are good enough, with a Sims vive to it, and many gameplay mechanics are already there
if they choose to work on patching a little challenge into this thing, I hope it does good enough to justify improvement, but I
can`t recommended it in it`s actual form. This game has that one more go approach to it... hard and fun...
Little tip for some people get fishing :)

Cracking game if you ask me.
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I had many cold cups of teas waiting!!

Thanks Devs :)
. This is a well made, fun little game. Manage resources, build a fortress, repel attacks.
I wish there were a way to search for a particular item name to know what is needed for it.
It is singleplayer, but I hope the developer will consider adding multiplayer.. Fun Fun and more Fun. Love the music and the art
style. Very cute and entertaining. Seems like they fixed the bug issues. Looks bug free to me. Give it a try!. you can't beat this
game without dying once.
there is no clue whatsoever which gun you will need at the next floor. and if you don't have it. you are screwed.
also game is not that good quility enough for retrying for ending.
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i never find people when searching. Really captures that feeling of Roller coaster tycoon I was missing that planet coaster was
not filling.
The way you have to manage staff and keep then hidden from the park-goers while keeping things stocked is also a really fun
feature.
The way the monthly profits are handled and shown is really enjoyable and I find myself managing pennies in the screen.

overall really great game. Can't say anything negative.
also I recommend a free camera mod to take away the fake 3D 2D that is actually 3D.. didnt save when i got off to eat. waste of
money. I've yet to put a large portion of time into the game, but so far (playing in VR), I've enjoyed my time with it thoroughly.
It's simply a lot of fun. By the time I was done with my first session my back hurt from bending over so much- and I'm saying
that as a compliment. For 5 bucks, this game is definitely worth the money. It's rather sad that the developer didn't get more
sales than they did, and I hope you help change that disappointing statistic.. I like it, if you are new to vr and you have a fear of
heights this will certainly get the adrenalin going. If you are used to vr as i am its a good balance\/ coordination exercise.
. Wait... this is paid for now? I got this with the base game but on no account should you ever pay for this. It may as well just a
website portal.

\u00a35 for this?!? You are insane money grubbing loons, looking to gouge Homeworld fans.. Seemingly full of promise... In
reality full of repetitive boredom. EVERY battle feels identical, most of your units are generic and randomly seem to carry on
to the next battle or completely disappear, every battle begins with a massive enemy army facing your tiny but powerful army
and quickly turns into a chaotic melee where your hero units (except the main character) are completely overpowered but never
seem to get stronger, in the end it just feels like "how many ways can you defeat the same monotonous massive army" even the
characters are rather lackluster, the main character's horse feels like the most developed character. *shocked whinny*. I thought
this game seemed neat at the beginning but by battle 4 was horribly bored. Continuing onward just rewards me with more
identical battles, more generic units, and more beating the same generic enemy with a stick, 50 times a battle. Frankly this game
could have been salvageable with some actual battle rewards, there currently seems to be no reward for keeping any of your
units alive except to avoid the game over screen, and your level-ups on the generic units aren't really very helpful, an extra 2
guard, 1 attack, and 2 HP does nothing when the enemies swarm like ants.

Overall I thought it seemed cool at the start but it quickly became a boring slog with unfortunately equally boring characters.

The ending also leaves a LOT to be desired, it looks set up for a sequel but I can honestly say after playing this one I won't be
buying it.. Doesn't explain how the controls work and what anything does. It's nice that it runs on Linux, but I can't recommend
something this simple that makes it this hard to play.. Great game! Interesting and unique mechanic. Shows Egiptian history well
- if you're a history fan, you must get it. If you're not, it won't spoil your great fun.
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